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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the choice of S-box and MDS-matrix in AES-like super
box structures. Before giving the theory, we first study the super boxes of the led block cipher
and the photon hash function and compute the distribution of all two-round characteristics
when there is a key addition in the round function. Then, we compare these results with a fixed
key (i.e. using the given constant values) in the round function. We observe that the results are
consistent with the theory (following the approach of plateau characteristics) except for some
extreme cases. Next, we discuss the effect of the S-box size for a fixed size super box. We show that
the number of right pairs increases if the size of S-box decreases. Moreover, we study the effect of
MDS-matrix with the previous setting by using a circulant matrix and the special MDS-matrix
used in the design of led.
1 Introduction
Over the past decades, especially with the introduction of modern computers and the
rapid growth in communication, the field of cryptography became essential even in
daily life. Being the most widely used cryptographic primitive, block ciphers play an
important role in cryptography: Besides their traditional role encrypting data, they are
also used as building blocks for hash functions and random number generators.
The block cipher Rijndael was designed by Daemen and Rijmen and it was selected
as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in 2000. Since its introduction, due to its
simplicity, the ease of analysis and efficiency, it has influenced the design of other
cryptographic algorithms. Nowadays, there are many algorithms based on the strategy
of AES or directly using the components of AES [1–3,11]. A remarkable progress in the
cryptanalysis of these algorithms has been made. Some recent results [3, 16, 17] show
the importance of the super box structure which is the smallest block in the algorithm
which contains a linear and a non-linear element. In the AES-like designs, two rounds
of the algorithm can be replaced by super boxes. Therefore, results on super boxes also
represent the results for the two rounds of the algorithm.
Moreover, plateau characteristics were introduced and used in the super box analysis
of AES in [9]. This work focuses on the fixed-key probability of characteristics, denoted
by DP[k] (which is also an important criterion for block ciphers) and shows that the
dependency on the value of the key is very structured for AES.
Our Contribution. We extend the work of [9] to the block cipher led [13] and hash
function photon [12]. These two algorithms are specifically designed for hardware
purposes and use AES-like primitives. Many new lightweight cryptographic designs,
including led and photon, use four-bit S-boxes rather than eight-bit to reduce the
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necessary area requirements in hardware. Moreover, the MDS-matrix is also changed
from a circulant matrix to a special MDS-matrix which is more hardware friendly.
In this work, we investigate the effect of S-box size and the choice of MDS-matrix
on AES-like structures. For this purpose, we adopt the idea of previous work on plateau
characteristics to study the super box structure and focus led and photon that use
the same 4×4-bit S-box used in present [6] as case study. In order to observe the effect
of the MDS-matrix, we investigate what happens if we replace it by a circulant MDS-
matrix. We provide results for two rounds of led, photon-80/20/16 and photon-
128/16/16. Based on our results, we are able to compare super boxes of same size using
different S-boxes and MDS matrices.
Outline. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first briefly describe the
block cipher led and the hash function photon. Then we give the required definitions
for the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we further study the plateau characteristics
and then give an algorithm to compute height of a given characteristic in a super box.
Using this algorithm, we compute the distribution (i.e., number of characteristics) for
the led and photon super boxes, both for the keyed version and for the given round
constants. Furthermore, we discuss the effect of the S-box and the MDS-matrix on the
distribution in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper and summarize our findings
in Section 5.
2 Definitions and Background
In this section, we first briefly describe the led block cipher and photon hash function.
Then, we give some necessary definitions that ease the understanding of the paper.
2.1 led block cipher
led [13] is a conservative lightweight block cipher whose design can be seen as a special
case of the generalized Even-Mansour construction [10]. led accepts a 64-bit plaintext
P, represented by a 4 × 4 array, and a 64-bit (or 128-bit) user key as inputs, and is
composed of 8 (or 12) STEP functions preceded by a key addition.
The STEP function is an AES-like design composed of four rounds. Each round is a
combination of Constant addition, S-boxes, ShiftRows, and (a variant of) MixColumns1.
led uses the present [6] S-box. In the MixColumns operation, each column vector is
multiplied by a matrix. The round constants for the second column are obtained from
a linear shift register while the round constants for the remaining three columns do not
change. Since we will focus only on the STEP function of led, the key schedule is not
mentioned in this paper. For more details, we refer to the specification of led [13].
2.2 photon hash function
photon is a lightweight hash function family. The sponge construction [4, 7] which is
based on a t-bit permutation P , with capacity c and rate r, is used in the design of
photon. In the initialization phase the message is first padded and divided into r-bit
message blocks. Then, these message blocks are xored to the internal state interleaved
1Remark: All ShiftRows and MixColumns used in this paper are not those of AES but transformation with
similar properties.
with the permutation operation. When all message blocks are used, rate r′ bits of
internal state are extracted after each permutation call until n bits of output (the
desired hash size) is reached. The former step is named as the absorbing phase and the
latter is the squeezing phase.
Each member of the photon family is named as photon-n/r/r′. The permuta-
tion used in photon is the iteration of an AES-like round function for 12 times. In
each round, a Constant addition is followed by SubCells, ShiftRows and MixColumns1.
Depending on the hash size, the present [6] or the AES [8] S-boxes are used in the
SubCells operation. An m×m MDS-matrix is used in the MixColumns operation where
m changes with the hash size. In our analysis, we focused on photon-80/20/16 and
photon-128/16/16. We refer to the specification of photon [12] for the rest of the
details.
2.3 Planar differentials and plateau characteristics
The first definition is related with the use of S-boxes and linear transformations in the
round function. Previously, the combination of these two structures is defined as a super
box.
Definition 1 (Super box [9]). A super box maps an array of m elements ai to an
array e of m elements ei. Each of the elements has size n. A super box takes a key
k of size m × n = nb. It consists of the sequence of four transformations (layers):
Substitution, Mixing, Round Key Addition, Substitution.
Including led and photon, all AES-like structures can be described as a super box
structure. In contrast to AES, the key addition is replaced by the constant addition
in led and photon. The structure is depicted in Figure 1 for m = 4. Four parallel
instances of the super box structure give an equivalent description for two rounds of led
whereas we need five and six parallel instances of the super box structure for photon-
80/20/16 and photon-128/16/16, respectively. However, analysis of one of the super
boxes is sufficient to deduce the results for two rounds of the given algorithms.
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Fig. 1. Super box representation for m = 4
Differential Cryptanalysis [5] is one of the most widely used techniques in cryptog-
raphy and also many new techniques have been introduced later based on this idea. It
investigates the relationship between the input and output differences (generally xor)
through a target function. Checking the resistance of an algorithm (block ciphers, stream
ciphers, hash functions, etc.) against differential cryptanalysis starts with analyzing the
smallest non-linear component (mostly S-boxes).
Denote a differential characteristic Q as a sequence of differences Q = (∆0, ∆1, · · · , ∆m)
through various stages of the encryption. Then, a differential [14] can be shown as
(∆0, ∆m) where ∆0 is the input difference and ∆m is the output difference. The dif-
ferential probability (DP) of a characteristic or a differential over a map is the fraction
of pairs that satisfies the given characteristic or differential and denoted as DP(Q) or
DP(∆0, ∆m), respectively.
Then, over a keyed map, DP[k](Q) and DP[k](∆0, ∆m) are used to define differential
probabilities of a characteristic and a differential for each key value k. The expected
differential probability (EDP) is the average of the differential probability over all keys.
The weight of a differential or a characteristic is given as minus the binary logarithm
of their EDP.
Planar Differentials. Let γ be a map and let F(a,b), G(a,b) be the sets that contain the
input values, respectively the output values, for the right pairs of the differential (a, b).
i.e., F(a,b) = {x|γ(x) + γ(x+ a) = b} and G(a,b) = γ(F(a,b)). A differential (a, b) is called
a planar differential, if F(a,b) and G(a,b) form affine subspaces [9]. In that case, we can
write:
F(a,b) = p+ U(a,b)
G(a,b) = q + V(a,b),
where U(a,b) and V(a,b) are uniquely defined vector spaces, p any element in F(a,b) and
q any element in G(a,b). Obviously, the sets F(a,b), G(a,b), U(a,b), V(a,b) have the same car-
dinality. Note that, if a differential (a, b) has exactly two or four right pairs, then it is
always planar [9].
Plateau characteristics [9] are a special type of characteristics whose probability for
each value k of the key, DP[k](Q), depends on the key and can have only two values.
For a fraction
2nb−(weight(Q)+height(Q)) of the keys DP [k](Q) = 2height(Q)−nb (1)
and for all other keys it is zero. Here, height(Q) is an integer number.
3 The plateau characteristics in super boxes
Two-Round Plateau Characteristic Theorem [9, Theorem 1] states that a characteristic
Q = (a, b, c) over a map consisting of two steps with a key addition in between, in which
the differentials (a, b) and (b, c) are planar, is a plateau characteristic with height(Q)
= dim(V(a,b) ∩ U(b,c)).
In this section, we first give an algorithm to compute the height of a given char-
acteristic based on this fact. We then use this algorithm not only to compute the full
characteristic distribution of a given cipher but also to check how many of these char-
acteristics are actually satisfied for the given constants of this super box.
3.1 Algorithm to find the characteristic distribution for super boxes
A differential characteristic through the AES-like (including led and photon) super
boxes consists of a sequence of four differences: the input difference a, the difference
after the first substitution b, the difference after the mixing step (denoted as M) which
is equal to the difference after the round (key) constant addition d, and the output
difference after the second substitution e. These characteristics are denoted by Q =
(a, b, d, e).
For led and photon, both the sub-characteristics (a, b) and (d, e) are planar, there-
fore using the approach in Two-Round Plateau Characteristic Theorem, the height of
the right pair height(Q) can be determined by dim(M(V(a,b)) ∩ U(d,e)), where M(V ) =
{M(v)|v ∈ V } and vectors v are nn bits vectors. The aim of our algorithm is to
build the matrix B containing the basis vectors of M(V(a,b)) and U(d,e), and compute
height(Q) = dim(M(V(a,b))) + dim(U(d,e)) − dim(M(V(a,b)) + U(d,e)) which is equal to
the number of linearly independent rows of B.
The first step of our algorithm is to determine V(a,b) and U(d,e). Since, the super box
is a set of m parallel maps, V(a,b) and U(d,e) can be written as:
V(a,b) = V(a1,b1) × V(a2,b2) × · · · × V(am,bm)
U(d,e) = U(d1,e1) × U(d2,e2) × · · · × U(dm,em)
by using the Lemma 4 in [9] with “×”denoting the direct product [15] . If |G(ai,bi)| > 0,
we are interested in the output values of the right pairs.
– If |G(ai,bi)| = 2, then the right pairs have input values in the set qi + {0, bi} for some
qi in G(ai,bi), the basis vector for V(ai,bi) being bi, thus V(ai,bi) = 〈bi〉.
– If |G(ai,bi)| = 4, then the right pairs have input values in the set q′i+{0, bi, βi, bi+βi}
for some q′i in G(ai, bi). Then, we take the primary difference bi and secondary
difference βi as the basis vectors, therefore the input vector can be represented as
V(ai,bi) = 〈bi, βi〉.
– If (ai, bi) = (0, 0), thenG(ai,bi) covers the whole space and V(ai,bi) = 〈w0, w1, · · · , wn−1〉,
where wj is a coordinate vector (i.e. a vector with 1 at position j and zero at all
other positions) and V(ai,bi) is the standard basis.
If |F(di,ei)| > 0, we can use the input values of the right pairs for each parallel map
to compute the height by Algorithm 1. The number of dependent rows in matrix B
gives dim(M(V(a,b)) ∩ U(d,e)) which is equal to the height.
We would like to emphasize that, when there is key addition between the maps
(a, b) and (d, e), the right pairs exists for a fraction of the keys and their values differ
depending on the key. On the other hand, if the constant addition is used instead of
the key addition operation in the cipher (as in including led and photon), it is not
always guaranteed to have right pairs.
When constant addition const is used, the right pairs can be determined by inter-
secting the affine spaces F(a,b) ∩ (G(b,c) + k). This can be efficiently done by adding one
additional row, to be more precise M(p) + q + const, to the matrix B and checking if
this extension increases the rank.
Algorithm 1 calls the following subroutines: Add(v) adds the vector v as a new row to
the matrix B. RowReduce is the Gaussian Elimination and RowCount gives the number
of nonzero rows of a matrix. height computes the height of the characteristic when
there is key addition, and check controls whether the characteristic has a solutions for
the given constant.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to compute the height of a given plateau characteristic
Input: Characteristic Q = (a, b, d, e) with EDP (Q) > 0 and constant const
Output: height(Q)
1: procedure precompute
2: for i = 1 → m do
3: Compute G(ai,bi) = pi + 〈bi, βi〉 and F(di,ei) = qi + 〈di, δi〉
4: end for
5: end procedure
6: procedure generate b
7: //at the input of Mixing
8: for i = 0 → m do
9: if bi = 0 then
10: for j = 0 → n do
11: Add(M(w4i+j))
12: end for
13: else if bi > 0 then
14: Add(M(bi))
15: if |V(ai,bi)| = 4 then
16: Add(M(βi))
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: //at the output of Mixing
21: for i = 0 → m do
22: if di = 0 then
23: for j = 0 → n do
24: Add(w4i+j)
25: end for
26: else if di > 0 then
27: Add(di)
28: if |U(di,ei)| = 4 then
29: Add(δi)
30: end if
31: end if
32: end for
33: end procedure
34: procedure height
35: B′ = RowReduce (B).
36: return height(Q) = RowCount(B) - RowCount(B′)
37: end procedure
38: procedure check
39: Add(M(pi||p2|| . . . pm) + (qi||q2|| . . . qm) + const)
40: B′′ = RowReduce (B).
41: if RowCount(B′′) = RowCount(B′) then
42: return true
43: else
44: return false
45: end if
46: end procedure
3.2 Results for led
By applying Algorithm 1, we determine the weights and heights of all two-round char-
acteristics for led, photon-80 and photon-128 with m (as explained in Definition 1)
equal to 4,5 and 6 respectively. The results for led with both key addition operation
and constant addition operation are given in Table 1. Here we present the results for
the constant value equal to zero, but the results for other constants are also close to
the given numbers. In the table, the numbers on the left (in black) are the results when
key addition is used, whereas the numbers in the right (in blue) are the results when
constant addition is used.
As explained before (see equation (1)), the characteristics have non-zero DP[k](Q)
for a fraction 2nb−(weight(Q)+height(Q)) of the keys, while for all the other keys is zero. This
is equivalent to saying that there is no solution for some of these characteristics for
the chosen constant. Then, the expected number of characteristics that have a solution
equals to the number of characteristics multiplied by the fraction (2nb−(weight(Q)+height(Q)).
For instance, consider the case for 5 active S-boxes, with weight 10 and height 7. Then,
the expected fraction becomes 216−10−7 = 2−1. From Table 1, we can confirm this as
follows: For the key addition operation, there are 25.46 characteristics. The expected
number of characteristics is computed as 25.46 · 2−1 = 24.46 when we use the constant
value 0x0000 (written in hexadecimal).
Table 1. Number of characteristics (binary logarithm) for led super box (nas: number
of active S-boxes).
nas char. height
weight 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 10 - - - - - 12.97/12.97 5.46/4.46
11 - - - - 16.92/16.92 10.84/ 9.81 -
12 - - - 19.55/19.55 14.84/13.85 - -
13 - - 21.08/21.08 17.71/16.71 - - -
14 - 21.42/21.42 19.56/18.56 - - - -
15 19.98/19.98 19.90/18.89 - - - - -
6 12 - - - 16.14/16.14 13.03/12.03 5.95/3.91 -
13 - - 20.14/20.14 18.07/17.07 12.82/10.82 2.00/ - -
14 - 22.64/22.64 21.85/20.84 17.88/15.88 10.58/ 7.55 - -
15 23.65/23.65 24.52/23.52 22.00/20.00 16.40/13.37 6.58/ 2.58 - -
16 25.80/24.80 24.98/22.98 20.91/17.92 12.61/ 8.60 - - -
17 26.49/24.49 24.16/21.16 18.22/14.21 - - - -
18 25.75/22.75 21.13/17.12 - - - - -
7 14 - 18.21/18.21 17.85/16.86 14.53/12.50 8.43/4.95 - -
15 21.46/21.46 22.74/21.74 20.81/18.81 16.19/13.23 8.34/4.58 - -
16 25.67/24.67 25.50/23.50 22.33/19.33 16.22/12.29 7.95/ - - -
17 28.45/26.45 27.23/24.23 22.89/18.89 15.11/ 9.96 - - -
18 30.27/27.27 28.16/24.16 22.54/17.54 12.49/ 6.67 - - -
19 31.26/27.26 28.22/23.21 20.93/14.92 - - - -
20 31.35/26.35 27.06/21.06 - - - - -
21 30.19/24.19 - - - - - -
8 16 19.33/18.33 19.73/17.73 17.04/14.03 11.11/ 7.24 2.58/ - - -
17 24.43/22.43 23.98/20.98 20.14/16.15 13.49/ 8.65 - - -
18 28.09/25.09 27.00/23.00 21.99/17.00 14.16/ 8.61 - - -
19 30.83/26.83 29.20/24.20 22.89/16.90 14.16/ 5.83 - - -
20 32.85/27.85 30.70/24.70 22.87/15.87 13.08/ 5.32 - - -
21 34.21/28.20 31.49/24.49 21.52/13.48 - - - -
22 34.87/27.87 31.45/23.45 - - - - -
23 34.71/26.71 30.20/21.19 - - - - -
24 33.36/24.36 - - - - - -
A similar reasoning can be used to compute the expected fraction of characteristics
which have a solution for the given constant. To be more precise the fractions are
computed as 1, 2−1, 2−2, . . . for the inverse diagonals of the table. For all values in
Table 1, this fraction is approximately satisfied, except for the following case: For seven
active S-boxes, with weight 16 and height 5. If the key addition operation is used, the
number of such characteristics with DP [k](Q) = 2−11 will be 27.95. From the results
of our experiments, there is no such characteristic for constant zero, however, if we
consider the constant value 0x0123, the corresponding result is 1.00, which means that
the number of such characteristics is 2. All the results for the constant value 0x0123
are very close to the one in Table 1 (in blue) for constant zero.
3.3 Results for photon-80/20/16 and photon-128/16/16
The results for photon-80/20/16 and photon-128/16/16 when there is a key addition
are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. In both the figures, the weight of the
characteristics are grouped according to the active S-box number. As can be seen from
Fig. 2. Number of characteristics (binary logarithm) of the photon-80/20/16 super
box.
Fig. 3. Number of characteristics of the photon-128/16/16 super box.
figures, the highest height for each group is obtained when the weight is minimum.
Because of the high computational complexity for Algorithm 1, we did not search the
number of keys which have solution when the key addition operation is replaced with
constant addition operation. However, it is possible to compute the expected number of
characteristics from these results by computing the fractions as described in Section 3.2.
4 Effect of S-box and MDS-matrix for the characteristic
distribution
The results of our experiments are given in the previous section (see Section 3). In this
section, we compare these results with the existing work which was done to AES [9]
and deduce some useful insight information about the choice of two core components
(the S-box and the MDS-matrix) in AES-like round functions.
4.1 Effect of the S-box
The S-boxes are the smallest non-linear components of symmetric-key algorithms and
their choice significantly affects the security of the algorithm. As a result, it is a well
studied subject and how to construct a secure S-box is known today. For example,
the algebraic degree of the S-box must be high or for any given input difference the
distribution of the possible output differences should be close to uniform. This means
that, for a four-bit S-box (as in the present S-box), it is not desirable to have the
weight less than two for a non-zero input difference. Similarly, for an eight-bit S-box
(like the AES S-box), the weight will be not less than six for a non-zero input difference.
When we compare the two super boxes with an equal block size nb but with different
S-box sizes, we observe higher heights as the S-box size gets smaller. Mathematically
this can be explained as follows: Choose two different S-boxes with size n and 2n bits
(shown as Sn, S2n respectively), then the best differential probabilities through the
S-boxes are given as:
Prmaxn = max
a,b
{Pr(Sn(x) + Sn(x+ a) = b)} = 2s−n
Prmax2n = max
a,b
{Pr(S2n(x) + S2n(x+ a) = b)} = 2t−2n
for some known s, t where 1 ≤ s ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ 2n. Then, the differential probabilities
for the super boxes (Sb) are:
PrmaxSbn ≤ (Prmaxn )B = 2(s−n)·(
nb
n
+1) (2)
PrmaxSb2n ≤ (Prmax2n )B
′
= 2(t−2n)·(
nb
2n
+1) (3)
where B and B′ are the branch numbers of the super boxes constructed using S-boxes
of n-bits and 2n-bits, respectively. We are interested in the case PrmaxSb2n ≤ PrmaxSbn and
aim to find under which conditions it is satisfied. By using the equations (2) and (3),
we obtain:
1 ≤ Pr
max
Sbn
PrmaxSb2n
≤ 2
(s−n)·(nb
n
+1)
2(t−2n)·(
nb
2n
+1)
,
taking the logarithm,
0 ≤ (s− n)(nb
n
+ 1) − (t− 2n)(nb
2n
+ 1)
(t− 2n)
2(s− n) ≤
nb + n
nb + 2n
< 1
This means,
PrmaxSb2n ≤ PrmaxSbn iff t < 2s.
In practice, this condition is always satisfied for the S-boxes that are designed to resist
differential attacks.
As an example, we compare the 32-bit super box of photon-224/32/32 with AES.
For photon-224/32/32, the best differential probability for the four-bit S-box is 2−2 and
the branch number is nine. Then for the photon super box the maximum probability
is computed as (2−2)9 = 2−18. On the other hand, for AES, the best probability for the
eight-bit S-box is 2−6 and the branch number is five, then for the AES super box the
maximum probability is (2−6)5 = 2−30.
From [9], we know that for a fraction 2nb−(weight(Q)+height(Q)) of the keys the differ-
ential probability is non-zero. Then it is possible to estimate the height for a super box
as follows:
0 < 2nb−(weight(Q)+height(Q)) ≤ 1
nb − weight(Q)− height(Q)) ≤ 0
nb − weight(Q) ≤ height(Q)
Hence, in order to maximize the height, one should minimize the weight (i.e., use the
best differential probability for the super box). Therefore, for the AES super box with
five active S-boxes the height should be at least 32 − 30 = 2. This is verified in the
previous work and the maximum height is found as five. By using the same idea, for
the photon-224 super box the minimum height is calculated as 32 − 18 = 14 when
nine S-boxes are active.
4.2 Effect of the MDS-matrix
In the design of led and photon, a new method (d times application of a special
matrix) is used to generate MDS matrices to obtain more efficient implementations in
hardware. We decided to investigate the distribution of characteristics when we change
the MDS-matrix to a circulant MDS-matrix. We chose led as an example since it has
a smaller block size, which reduces the computational complexity. As it can be seen
from Table 2, (the left column in black represents the original results and the right
column in blue shows the results for led with a circulant MDS-matrix) the distribution
of the characteristics does not change. Only the number of characteristics for each
cases differs but this is also not that significant. Therefore, we can conclude that the
generation method of an MDS-matrix does not change the results of the super box
structure.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we studied the super box structure of the two recent algorithms, led
and photon. We presented the distribution of all two-round characteristics and also
the algorithms that we used. In addition to that, we compared the obtained results and
tried to define a new design criterion for the AES-like block ciphers. For a fixed size
super box (which is the core of a two-round AES-like structure) the height increases
when the S-box size gets smaller. Therefore, it is suggested to increase the number of
rounds for the cipher compared with the algorithms with larger S-box sizes.
As a future work, it is possible to extend these results to four rounds covering
the STEP function of led. It may not be possible to complete the whole characteristic
Table 2. Plateau characteristics for LED with original / circulant MDS-matrix (nas:
number of active S-boxes)
nas char. height
weight 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 10 - - - - - 12.97/13.15 4.46/6.85
11 - - - - 16.92/17.02 9.81/11.57 -
12 - - - 19.55/19.51 13.85/14.72 - -
13 - - 21.08/20.98 16.71/16.81 - - -
14 - 21.42/21.44 18.56/18.28 - - - -
15 19.98/20.41 18.89/18.95 - - - - -
6 12 - - - 16.14/15.88 12.03/11.66 3.91/5.43 -
13 - - 20.14/20.02 17.07/16.94 10.82/10.78 - -
14 - 22.64/22.63 20.84/20.83 15.88/15.83 7.55/ 7.53 - -
15 23.65/23.71 23.52/23.56 20.00/19.89 13.37/13.06 2.58/ - - -
16 24.80/24.87 22.98/22.92 17.92/17.57 8.60/ 6.58 - - -
17 24.49/24.50 21.16/20.99 14.21/13.13 - - - -
18 22.75/22.63 17.12/17.38 - - - - -
7 14 - 18.21/18.24 16.86/16.86 12.50/12.64 4.95/6.64 - -
15 21.46/21.49 21.74/21.76 18.81/18.92 13.23/13.55 4.58/5.39 - -
16 24.67/24.66 23.50/23.52 19.33/19.47 12.29/12.52 - - -
17 26.45/26.43 24.23/24.25 18.89/18.98 9.96/10.75 - - -
18 27.27/27.26 24.16/24.16 17.54/17.57 6.67/ 7.58 - - -
19 27.26/27.26 23.21/23.22 14.92/15.02 - - - -
20 26.35/26.36 21.06/21.10 - - - - -
21 24.19/24.19 - - - - - -
8 16 18.33/18.41 17.73/17.74 14.03/14.08 7.24/8.23 - - -
17 22.43/22.41 20.98/20.97 16.15/16.27 8.65/8.76 - - -
18 25.09/25.07 23.00/23.02 17.00/17.15 8.61/8.00 - - -
19 26.83/26.83 24.20/24.22 16.90/17.08 5.83/6.60 - - -
20 27.85/27.85 24.70/24.72 15.87/16.10 5.32/3.91 - - -
21 28.20/28.20 24.49/24.50 13.48/13.92 - - - -
22 27.87/27.86 23.45/23.46 - - - - -
23 26.71/26.71 21.19/21.17 - - - - -
24 24.36/24.36 - - - - - -
distribution for the STEP function (due to the high computational complexity) but we
believe that this method can be used to obtain characteristics with high height which
can be used in an analysis.
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